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This practical manual is an ideal guide for complete beginners to polymer clay and is crammed with

easy to follow step-by-step colour photographs covering all the basic techniques for simple caning.

Polymer clay is a brightly coloured oven-baked modelling clay and the book shows how you can get

started with only a few basic tools that you will probably have already in your home. Learn the best

ways to make gorgeous colour blends of clay to create beautiful flower and leaf millefiori canes.

Slice the canes and shape them into beads, pendants and earrings. Sueâ€™s easy to understand

style then takes you through assembling the jewellery by adding findings, making cord necklaces

and creating earrings. This is the first book in Sueâ€™s series â€œPolymer Clay for Beginners.â€•

More titles are in the works!
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Sue Heaser has worked professionally in crafts for over 25 years and is the author of fifteen major

craft books. After a childhood spent in the Far East, Middle East and Africa, Sue studied at art

college and university in Great Britain. She first worked as an archaeological illustrator before

turning to a career as a craft writer, designer and teacher, specialising in polymer clay, metal clay,

jewellery and miniatures. Sue teaches workshops all over the world. She is married with two

daughters and lives in rural Suffolk, England, UK.

A decent little book for beginners to polymer clay cane making but if you are after something with

more cane projects and construction this is not the book for you.



This was OK as a quick read and answered basic questions, but lacked some of the simple

information I was looking to have answered. The only thing I found useful was the log making, which

was not what I was really looking for, but will at least use it in the future.

The book was very informative it was in good condition , it had pictures to instruct you step by step. I

plalatern to order a more advance book

Great book with clear and concise instructions for all beginners of polymer clay. I highly recommend

this book to all beginners .

Intro to making flower and leaf canes. Too general. Should have more pictures and written

instructions on the difficulties of rolling canes. Specifics about thickness,air bubbles, how Tomas

even slices.

will use it when I start working with my clay but it has been too hot here.

If you're just getting started working with polymer clay this is a good book. Illustrations are good.

Very basic canes and jewelry. I was just expecting a little more.

nothing in this book you can't find on the internet free.
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